MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS VB400 BODY-WORN
CAMERA FOR SECURITY PROFESSIONALS
BODY-WORN CAMERA INTEGRATION FOR LIVE, FIRST-PERSON
RECORDING & STREAMING
Workplace violence is rising, and with that come higher demands on Security Personnel. From corporate offices and retail outlets to hospitals
and schools, Security Personnel are employed to protect people and physical assets from violence and malicious damage.
The Motorola Solutions VB400 body-worn camera has been designed for front-line workers who regularly encounter threats of abuse. With
its rugged exterior and shift-long recording, the VB400 provides footage of events as they occur, allowing immediate response and providing
indisputable evidence.
When implemented alongside fixed-video deployments and integrated with Avigilon Control Center (ACC), activation of a VB400 camera generates
a motion start event in ACC software and displays the camera’s live video feed to the system operator alongside video feeds from fixed cameras.

BUILT FOR DURABILITY

PEER-ASSISTED RECORDING

DETERS AGGRESSION &
PROVIDES ASSURANCE

With its ruggedized exterior, IP67 rating
and selection of mounts and fixings to
accommodate any uniform type, the VB400
is tested to military standards and is robust
enough for any situation.

If enabled, staff wearing VB400s can ensure
their cameras begin recording when in the
presence of an already recording VB400 providing situational awareness and a viewpoint that backs the officer’s claims.

CONNECTED

CAPTURES VITAL CONTEXT

EASY TO USE

Whether you’re streaming live footage to
ACC, or activating multiple cameras using
Bluetooth sensor monitoring, the VB400
is connected for an efficient and smarter
response.

Using configurable pre and post-record
functions, users can be confident that the
full incident will be captured, regardless of
how unexpected and when they activate
recording.

From assigning a camera and recording
footage to offloading video and creating
incidents and cases, the VB400 &
associated software are simple to use, easy
to integrate and designed for every-day use.

Wearing a VB400 can deter aggression
and alter behavior before situations
escalate. In instances where footage is
required for evidence, video captured
provides an unbiased view in 1080p HD.

For more information, visit avigilon.com/body-worn-cameras and avigilon.com/acc
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